


on an independent set of FORCE
metaphors.’’9(p2634)

The French case took a differ-
ent tack from most public health
prevention campaigns, however,
with the move from the ‘‘tobacco
is a killer’’ metaphor to ‘‘smokers
are suckers’’; in fact, they deviated
largely from all marketing codes
of conduct by associating smoking
with moral rather than health
consequences. And to a certain
extent, the campaign worked.
People were surprised, if not up-
set, because the image was inter-
preted by consumers in light of
their past experiences, eliciting in
many cases a surprising déjà vu.
The fact that the image is not
explicit makes the campaign an
even more likely topic for discus-
sion, as is evidenced by the public
debate in France and worldwide.

DISRUPTIVE STRATEGIES:
PREVENTION OR
PROVOCATION?

If people manage to get past
the obvious sexual reference and
end up making the connection be-
tween the image and smoking, the
‘‘smokers are suckers’’ metaphor
leaves no room at all for a positive
interpretation. This intense nega-
tivity could be viewed as a positive
from the perspective of fighting
tobacco use. Although strong
doubts exist as to the way the pub-
lic opinion perceived the cam-
paign, the tobacco industry seems
to have received the message per-
fectly well: it is extremely unhappy
to be pictured as a pedophile.10

The Nonsmokers’ Rights Asso-
ciation sees the matter differently,
arguing that the campaign was
merely a novel strategy that sought
to garner the attention of young
people on a major public health
issue that concerns them deeply.11

Time and the result of the political
debate that unraveled in France

told us the organization did not
make a smart move. So far, though,
it is clear that the big winner of this
controversy is the marketing
agency that designed the campaign.
This public discussion surround-
ing the campaign has certainly
surpassed their wildest expecta-
tions, particularly given that only
15000 campaign flyers have been
printed and space in only two
magazines has been purchased.

Besides, it seems that most of
the young people, to whom the
campaign was primarily directed,
were not as shocked as many of
the adults who saw the image. This
may mean, then, that the campaign
missed its mark because it did not
have the desired effect on its target
audience. Metaphors are only suc-
cessful if their meaning is under-
stood by the people they target.4

Lakoff and Johnson accurately
remind us that ‘‘In allowing us to
focus on one aspect of a concept
. . . a metaphorical concept can
keep us from focusing on other
aspects of the concept that are
inconsistent with that meta-
phor.’’4(p10) The ‘‘smokers are
suckers’’ metaphor problem carries
an ambiguity. From one point of
view, it can support public policy
by presenting smokers as victims
and tobacco and its manufacturers
as aggressors. The public opinion
might have perceived this initiative
as a strong support for victims.12

However, by judging from reac-
tions to this campaign—ranging
from French government officials
to journalists and bloggers world-
wide—the word is almost exclu-
sively down on the use of sexual
submission in a public prevention
campaign. The metaphor is so
powerful it leaves no room for
a constructive public policy debate
between the involved stakeholders
given that, for example, the criticism
can expand to any government
collecting taxes from tobacco sales,

making them guilty by association.
Hence, not surprisingly, almost
nothing is known regarding the
concrete actions the Nonsmokers’
Rights Association might effectively
be taking to fight smoking.

BRAINY STRATEGIES

As suggested by a governmen-
tal report recently published in
France, an option to improve the
efficiency of strategies in public
health prevention could be
a more systematic use of behav-
ioral and brain sciences when de-
signing them.13 Recent work in
this field provides insights re-
garding how public service an-
nouncements about smoking
should be tailored to encourage
better consumer recall.14

The war against tobacco is cer-
tainly a tough one. But we’d rather
fight with finely crafted strategies
rather than poorly designed
weapons of mass communication
that can lead to collateral damages.

And this is not (just) a metaphor. j
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